
TECHNOLOGY AND COMMUNICATION BOON OR BANE

Innovation of communication technology like radio, telephone and television in 20th century brought a revolution in
communication technology.

We were so excited while speaking to our parents or friends while calling them from abroad. If not the boss,
SMS jokes, ads or wrong numbers could harass you at any time of the day or night and drive you mad. In an
attempt to compensate the absence of human emotions that are manifested physically, cellphones have
emoticons. I am nobody to comment on the validity or otherwise of the views expressed by the great genius
about technology and the adjective he used for the generations that were to come after him. All this would not
have been possible if it were not for the progress made by medical science. Smart use of technology in
classroom has not only replaced traditional teaching method, it also has made classroom environment
exhilarating with visual interpretation of academic materials. Believe me, it actually happens. Internet hacking
is another increasing offense, which destroys and mishmashes the important information. However, there is a
flipside to it. Emails have elbowed out the cumbersome and time-consuming postal equivalent. Inevitably, we
are technologically advanced but we have been morally and spiritually weakened. A boisterous film
song-based tone may turn many a disapproving eye at a seminar or funeral. An instrument provided by a
company to its executive does not allow him a sound sleep because a call from the boss could drive him out of
his bed on an assignment. We can even buy aeroplane and train tickets through Internet without waiting in
queue. Whatever the disadvantages of these modern communication tools are, these are becoming much more
helpful to society than being just hazardous. Today cell phone and Internet are the two modern communication
technology waving most to wonder. Through online matrimonial service, we can choose the right bride or
groom of choice from around the world. It has brought the entire world to our finger tips. They give company
everywhere â€” even inside the loo! These gadgets have proved to be the most effective means for creating
mass awareness. According to surveys, the young generation today is becoming more and more addicted to
watching pornographic websites on Internet, which carry offensive and unethical information. So far,
cellphones seem to be OK though. Almost every technology has a bright and dark side to it, its positive and
negative repercussions. These sophisticated communication tools with its plenty of advantages appear to be
boon to our society, despite being baneful in many aspects. Technology has brought revolutionary changes in
our society. But, the emotions, the feelings and the attachment linked with writing a letter has all been lost
during the last couple of decades. Internet has become one of the most commonly used technologies these
days; be it for education or communication, the role of internet is indispensable in every respect. Is technology
a boon or bane? These are used to tell the person on the other side whether we are smiling, laughing, crying,
are surprised, overjoyed or sad. What Marcony and Charles Babage did was really a wonder, but what we are
doing today to innovate the system is more to wonder. The most to be wary of today is camera phone
including spy cam. As such, they have become a rage with people of all age groups, predominantly the youth.
Likewise, cell phones are also the one medium of fastest communication. Atomic energy provides a number of
wonderful uses to mankind. The privacy of a person exists nowhere on these so-called social sites. Another
stance where technology has proven to be beneficial is a health sector. We will write a custom essay sample
on Technology: Boon or Bane? But a reckless driver is capable of using it as a weapon of destruction. It would
be ungrateful on our part not to recognize how immense the boons are which modern technology has given to
mankind. We were deeply involved in the communication process. We are unable to walk even for a short
distance, because we became so used to taking out our car even for a short distance. With the help of the latest
technology, fake IDs can easily be made.


